HP100 Grandprix™
Auto Detailing Package

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Body			
Roto-molded polyethylene
Vacuum Motor		
3 stage, 137” water lift
Pump		
100 PSI
Capacity			
11 gallons
Heater			
1200 watt, 210o max. temp.
Hose			
15’ vacuum and solution hose
Tool			
3” stainless steel upholstery tool
Caster/Wheels		
3” casters, 8” wheels
Cord			
Single 25’ 12/3 power cord
Dimensions		
18.5” x 28” x 39”

13655 Stowe Dr., Poway, Ca 92064

The best selling auto detailing extractor in the world.
The Grand Prix™ has been setting the standard in the detailing industry for years.
Since its introduction, it has steadily grown to be #1 in both market share and in
quality. Professionals nationwide appreciate its value to their business. Why? It
features the power of a dual cord unit, with the convenience of a single power cord.
Our exclusive in-line heating technology give you hot water where you need, when
you need it. The powerful vacuum helps you finish the job quickly. This machine
makes express detailing a reality.

Performance
A 1200 watt in-line heater provides hot water, ensuring that grease and dirt are
broken up quickly.
Convenience & Safety
The HP100’s single 25’ extension cord is easy to handle, so that it will not
become a trip hazard. The machine also features waist high connections and
controls, to eliminate bending for access.
Durability
Designed for heavy, continuous use over time, the HP100 contains a durable 100
PSI pump, as well as a powerful three-stage vacuum motor.
EFFICIENCY
The HP100 is so efficient it can maintain heat and water lift comparable to most of
our competitor’s dual cord units.
VERSATILITY
Add our optional drying kit for drying the interior and exterior of vehicles. With the
optional AutoVac attachment, the unit can be used as a wet/dry vacuum. Add a
floor wand, and now the unit can be used for carpet cleaning as well.
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EASY OPEN LID
WAIST HIGH CONTROLS
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS ON BOARD
BUCKET-HIGH DRAIN VALVE
QUALITY WHEELS AND CASTERS
STAINLESS STEEL UPHOLSTERY TOOL
15’ VACUUM/SOLUTION HOSE

At Mytee, we stand behind our products with service and warranties. The HP100 Grandprix™ is
backed by a lifetime limited factory warranty and nationwide service network.
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